INTEGRATION INSIGHTS
FOR STUDENTS

A weekly series on all things integration

FAST FACTS ON INTEGRATION
Here are some questions students are asking about integration.

Will I be able to start and finish the degree I’m interested in at LHU?
- Yes. In fact, it has never been a better time to be a student at Lock Haven University. You will be able to finish your program of study and earn your degree at LHU. You will also have access to many new opportunities, experiences, and degree programs that will arise from university integrations.

Will students have to switch between campuses?
- As envisioned, university integrations would allow for courses and programs to be conducted in-person, remotely, and through hybrid modalities across the identified campuses.

Will the cost of attendance change?
- The State System’s mission is to provide affordable, high-quality public higher education across the Commonwealth, and this approach is designed to bolster that mission.

FOCUS ON: COMMUNITY
Evolving so that each campus can continue serving the needs of its home community:
- By ensuring a thriving and vibrant campus-life experience.
- By deepening our Town Gown relationships and expanding our partnerships to provide more internships and mentoring programs, volunteerism/service, lively arts and cultural opportunities, and more that benefit the communities we call home.
- By expanding dual-enrollment opportunities for high school students.

STAY TUNED FOR NEXT WEEK’S INTEGRATION INSIGHTS
You can expect to receive Integration Insights each week through the